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Abstract. Closed-form analysis of pulse evolution in the transient regime in an actively modelocked internally frequency doubled broad-band continuous wave laser is presented. The
analysis enables investigation of the effect of nonlinear crystal inside the laser cavity on
mode-locked pulse parameters at the fundamental frequency. It is shown that the presence of
internal second harmonic crystal broadens the fundamental mode-locked pulse while accelerating the approach of the system to steady-state. The dependence of pulse parameters on the
bandwidth of the tuning element, modulation depth of the active mode-locker and conversion
efficiency of the frequency doubler is presented in detailed graphical form.
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1. Introduction

The wide range of applications of wavelength tunable ultrashort light pulses in
scientific, medical and industrial research has led to the concentrated efforts towards
the development of reliable ultrashort pulse laser sources. Stringent requirements on
the stability of laser pulses for these applications have eliminated the usage of
conventionally recognised dye laser sources which suffer from photodegradation of
the dye solutions. As a consequences tunable broad-band solid state lasers have been
recently evolved as alternate sources in the near-infrared and visible region. Among
these lasers were the broad-band Ti:A120 3 laser with tunability ranging from 670 to
1100 nm pulses has clearly evolved as an excellent source of ultrashort light pulses for
many applications including high resolution spectroscopy [1].
Mode-locking is the chief means of generating ultrashort light pulses from lasers [2].
All the predominant techniques, such as, active [3-5], passive [6], self [7], synchronous
[8], additive-pulse [9, 10], resonant passive [11] and coupled-cavity [12] mode- locking,
have been employed to generate ultrashort pulses from the broad-band solid state lasers.
The shortest pulses of 11 fs duration have been generated in a self-mode-locked Ti:
sapphire laser without the help of any additional pulse-compression techniques [ 13-15].
The operating range of the mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser has been extended into
the blue region of 335-550 nm by either intracavity frequency doubling or second
harmonic generation outside the laser cavity [16-19].
Although the shortest pulses are obtained from self-mode-locking of broad-band
lasers, active mode-locking still holds promise as an important method to generate
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short pulses with greater stability and tunability from broad-band solid state lasers.
The first detailed study of the characteristics of active mode-locking of lasers with
broad-band dispersive media, including the effect of band width reducing elements
was reported recently [20] based on the theory of active mode-locking developed in
[21]. However, the effect of inclusion of SHG crystal inside the broad-band solid
state laser cavity is not included in this study, although it is well known that the
nonlinear crystal broadens the width of the mode-locked pulse at fundamental
wavelength [22-26]. A brief report of the effect of the SHG crystal on the pulsewidth
in a mode-locked internally frequency doubled (MLFD) Ti:sapphire laser at steadystate has been reported recently by Reddy [27].
The pulse inside a mode-locked laser builds up from the initial continuous wave
oscillations after a lapse of definite time [28-31]. For the design of a laser system it is
essential to determine the time interval required to complete the mode-locking
process or the time interval required to recover if mode-locked laser is perturbed.
The aim of this paper is to present the theoretical analysis of pulse evolution inside an
actively mode-locked internally frequency doubled broad-band solid state laser
with a special emphasis on Ti:sapphire laser. The pulse evolution dynamics in this
system differs from the simple AM mode-locked system studied earlier [28] due to
the inclusion of pulse broadening effect by the nonlinear crystal inside the laser cavity.
In the case of AM mode-locked system the steady-state is attained when the pulse
compression effect of AM modulator is balanced by the pulse broadening due to
the bandwidth limiting effect of the laser medium. Whereas in the present system
the steady-state is achieved when the pulse compression effect of the modulator
is balanced by the combined broadening effects of the laser medium and the nonlinear doubling crystal inside the laser cavity. This may affect the time required for
the mode-locked pulse to reach steady-state. The present analysis provides means
to compute exact number of round-trips the pulse makes inside the laser cavity to
reach steady-state. In addition, the analysis results in an analytic expression for the
mode-locked pulsewidth and pulsewidth-bandwidth products in terms of the system
parameters, such as, gain bandwidth, tuning element bandwidth and the SHG
conversion efficiency of the nonlinear crystal.
2. Analysis

In essence the mode-locked pulse developes from the large number of small pulses
present in the initial noise-like emission in the laser cavity. Of many such pulses only
one pulse with repetition time defined by the cavity round-trip time survives and
undergoes the pulse broadening and compression effects of the elements in each
round-trip inside the cavity, ultimately reaching a steady-state. This process of pulse
evolution can be analysed by using the self-consistent approach developed by
Kuizenga and Siegman 1-21] for the time-domain description of active mode-locking
in solid state lasers. A schematic description of this model is presented in figure 1. As
a starting point we assume the existence of an optical pulse inside the laser cavity with
an electric field described in the Gaussian form as
E(t) = (Eo/2)exp(- ~t 2 +j~%t)

(1)

where ~,= • - jfl is the complex shape factor, ~op is the centre frequency of the optical
pulse and 0t and /3 are related to the pulsewidth rp and pulsewidth-bandwidth
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product zpAfp as
z~ = [(2 In 2)/ct]1/2

(2)

and

zpAfp =

(2 In 2)/n [1

+

(fl/~)2]x/2

(3)

Thus the parameter ct determines the width of the Gaussian pulse in time-domain
while the parameter fl indicates whether the pulse is chirped or not.
Following the schematic in figure 1, we first consider the passage of the pulse
through the amplifier medium. Assuming that the gain medium is homogeneously
broadened, the amplitude gain is considered in the Lorentzian form. For operation
near the gain peak we can approximate the Lorentzian gain shape with a Gaussian in
the form
O(oJ) = exp[9 - 49(09 - a).)2/A~2 ]

(4)

near the line centre (after dropping the phase term). Here O is the saturated round- trip
amplitude gain.
Thus, the Gaussian pulse remains Gaussian upon passage through the laser
medium with the modified shape parameter
1
-=

1

r

160

+--

aco

(5)

Hence if the fractional change in ), is small, the net change due to the passage through
the amplifier is
ATA-

16972
Ae)2

(6)

This indicates the broadening of the pulse due to bandwidth narrowing effect of the
amplifier.
Next the effect of SHG crystal on the pulse is considered in which it is assumed that
the effect of many passes through the crystal is to alter only Gaussian shape parameter
and amplitude, while essentially maintaining the Gaussian shape [22]. Thus, the pulse
emerging from the crystal after one round-trip will have the field amplitude in the form

E'(t)=(~)e°+~°exp(-ybt 2)

(7)

CAVITY
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/
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the round-trip model for pulse buildup inside an

MLFD laser cavity.
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where a = x/~as, b = 1 - 2 x / ~ a s, cq is the average single pass SHG conversion
efficiency and % is the linear insertion loss of the crystal. Thus the net change in the
pulse shape parameter in one round-trip through the doubling crystal is

The negative sign in equations (6) and (8) indicate that the passage through the amplifier
and the doubling crystal has reduced the magnitude of the shape parameter, which
implies broadening of the pulse.
Active mode-locking could be achieved either by an AM or FM modulator inside
the laser cavity. The transmission of these modulators can generally by expressed as
exp[-fo(ogmt) 2] where fig= T-jfc for FM modulator and 6o=261 for the AM
modulator, 5c is the effective single-pass phase retardation of the FM modulator and
5t is the modulation index of AM modulator [21]. Since both AM and FM active
mode-locking process are similar, we consider only AM mode-locking in the present
analysis. The pulse shape parameter undergoes a change ATAm due to a round-trip
passage through the AM modulator. This is given by
AYA~ = 26to~2

(9)

The above equation indicates that the passage of the mode-locked pulse through the
AM modulator undergoes an enhancement in the shape parameter leading to the
pulse compression.
It is important to note that when the pulse passes through the host media of the
amplifier, mode-locker and the frequency doubling crystal, it suffers change due to
dispersion effects. These effects are taken into account in the present analysis by
considering the transmission function for the bandwidth limiting element such as
multiple plate birefringent filter, in the following form [20]
T(co) = exp l- - j (V I~ = a. co~c)] exp [ (j/c) { 22 [ d / d 2 (V/2) I~= x. J (co - (%) } ]

x exp [ ( - 4/Ao92 -jO/4n2)(o9

-

(d)a)2]

(10)

where P is the round-trip optical path length, c is the speed of light in vacuum, 2,
is the wavelength of light at the gain peak, Atot is the bandwidth of the tuning
element, and D =

L _I

I

=

'i]

represents the round-trip cavity group velocity

dispersion.
The operation of this transfer function essentially maintains the Gaussian shape
of the mode-locked pulse, while inducing a change in the shape parameter given
by
/'1672

.4Dy'~

(11)

Thus it can be seen that the bandwidth limiting element enhances the width of the
mode-locked pulse while the group velocity dispersion essentially contributes to the
chirp of the pulse.
Now we are in a position to estimate the net rate of change in the shape parameter
due to a round-trip travel through the cavity elements in an MLFD broad-band laser.
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This is achieved by adding Equations (6), (8), (9) and (11), which yields

(-~tt) = [26,°92- 2x/~cq' -16' 2{-~ 2+ ~-~ + J~---~} ] (-~L)
where At is the cavity round-trip time interval, and L is the length of the laser
resonator.
Assuming the net rate of change of the shape parameter in a single cavity round trip
is small, the above equation can be written in the differential form

d? {26,og#_2v/~_16(J_~..2+l+jDy2)}(c)
d-~---

(12)

\Aog~ Ato,

where we have replaced d?/dt = A?/At, At ,~ 2L/c. The slight change in the round-trip
time interval due to dispersion effect of the materials inside the laser resonator is
neglected.
3. Results and discussion

The evolution of the mode-locked pulse in the transient regime is defined by the first
order differential equation (12). However, before solving the equation for transient
solution, an estimation of the steady-state pulsewidth can be obtained by assuming
very large time parameter. Thus the mode-locking equation yields the solution for ? at
steady-state in the form
y=

16

+ ~-~-~%2+ j4-~

where we have assumed ~t. << I, which is essential to avoid overcoupling of the laser
power, and also the pulse spectral width is assumed to be much smaller than the laser
linewidth.
This equation is identical to the corresponding equation of Reddy 1-27] which yields
for higher values of SHG conversion efficiency the mode-locked pulsewidth

zv=

(x/~ln2~s)l/2
nf=(26z)l/2 •

(14)

Hence in the high SHG regime, the mode-locked pulsewidth is independent of the
laser gain and the bandwidths of the laser medium and the tuning element while it
increases directly with the increase of SHG conversion efficiency.
The steady-state pulsewidth and pulsewidth-bandwidth product are obtained for
moderate values of SHG conversion efficiency by separating the real and imaginary
parts ~ and fl from (13) which yields

zv =(21n2)l/2A1/2{ (_~__o92+l___~t2)[ (r + R)l/z _ 2~,] _ ( 4_~)(r_ R)142}

1/2

(15)
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and

zwAfw = (21n2/;~)
1

[ (o/4nz)[(r + R)1/2 - 2a~] - (o/Aw 2 + l/Aco~)(r - R)'/211~ '/a
(16)

where
r = (R 2 +

I2) 1/2,

g = 2ct2 + 32~tto~(o/Ao92 + 1/Ato,2),
I = 326to~2(D/41r 2)
and
A = 16x/~[(0/Ao92 + 1/Ao92)2 + (D/4~2)2].
These equations yield the mode-locked pulsewidth and pulsewidth-bandwidth
product as functions of the system parameters in an M L F D broad-band laser system
at steady-sta.te. These equations can be used to analyse the dependence of pulse
parameters on the SHG conversion efficiency, modulation depth and the tuning
element bandwidth. However, since the main aim of the present paper is to study the
transient evolution of the pulse parameters, we concentrate further discussions on the
transient solutions of the mode-locking equation (12), which are in the form
Y= Yotanh [(a +jf~)(t + to)(c/2L)] - K

(17)

where
~o = [8ct2 + 646tog~(o/A~o 2 + 1/Ao92 +jD/4n2)] 1/2
[32(0/Aco2 + i/Ao92 +jD/4n2)]-a
a = Re[8a 2 + 6461o92(9/Ao92 + 1/Aco2 + j D/4rc2)] 1/2
2
f~ = I m [ 8 ~ + 646to,(o/Aa~
.2 + 1/A092+jD/4•2)]1/2
and
K = 2v/2~[16(0/Ae~a2 + 1/Ao~ +jD/4n2)] 1/2.
Separating real and imaginary parts, equation (17) yields
0t = { [(g/Ato 2 + 1/Aco2)(r + R) a/z + (D/4r?)(r - R) l/z] sinh (2aM)
-- [(0/Ato 2 + 1/Ato2)(r - R) 1/2 - - (D/47z2)Z(r

+

R)1/2]sinh (2f~M)}

[(cosh (2oM) + cos (2f~M))A] - 1 _ 2~q(o/Ao92 + 1/A~o2) A - ~

(18)

fl = { [(0/AoJ 2 + 1/Aw 2)(r + R) ~/2 + (D/4n2)(r - R) ~/2] sin (2f~M)
- [(9/Ao~2 + I/Aco2)(r - R) ~/2 - (D/4n2)(r + R) I/2] sinh (2aM)}
[(cosh (2oM) + cos (2f]M))A]- 1 + 2~s D/4n2

(19)

where M = (c/2L)(t + to) is the number of round-trips.
The above equations define the pulsewidth and pulsewidth-bandwidth products of
the mode-locked pulse inside an M L F D broad-band laser as a function of number of
round-trips inside the laser cavity. For large number of round-trips these equations
reduce to the form given in (15) and (16) for steady-state. Also, in absence of SHG the
transient regime equations reduce to the form given by Reddy and Tatum [28] for
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simple active mode-locking case. At steady-state if we assume the case of active
mode-locking without frequency doubling, these equations reduce to the form given
by Darrow and Jain [20] under the approximations, g/Ato 2 < 1/Ao~2 and/or D/4n 2.
Thus the analytical equations (18) and (19) yield the transient solutions for pulsewidth
and pulsewidth-bandwidth products which are the most general form of equations to
describe the simultaneous mode-locking and internal frequency doubling in broadband laser systems.
For the demonstration of the usefulness of the present theory we apply (18) and (19)
to study the pulse evolution in an MLFD Ti:sapphire laser. The system parameters
for this laser are given in table 1. The variation of mode-locked pulsewidth as
a function of number of cavity round-trips inside the laser cavity is shown in figure 2,
for different values of SHG conversion efficiency, and modulation depth of 0"55. In
this case we have assumed that the bandwidth limiting element is a two plate
briefringent filter. A noticeable feature of the curves in figure 2 is that the pulsewidth
approaches steady-state value rather suddenly after few hundred round-trips. For
example the steady-state values of 253, 359, 440 and 517ps, are reached after about
1100, 700, 500 and 400 round-trips for the SHG conversion efficiencies of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5
and 2.0% respectively. This corresponds to the pulse evolution time of 3.66, 2.33, 1.66
and 1.33/as for a cavity length of 50em. Essentially the SHG nonlinear crystal
broadens the laser pulse in each transit through the crystal and this broadening effect
increases with the increased conversion efficiency. This effect is seen in figure 2, which
shows that the steady-state pulsewidth increases with the increase of conversion
efficiency of the doubling crystal. One more important effect observed in figure 2 is
that the number of cavity round-trips at which the steady-state is approached increases
with the decrease of the conversion efficiency. Similar features have been predicted for
narrow band solid state lasers [24, 25].
The effect of bandwidth of birefringent tuning element on the pulse evolution time
for different SHG conversion efficiencies is shown in figure 3. It is seen that the effect
of increasing the bandwidth for a given SHG conversion efficiency is to accelerate the
approach of the pulsewidth towards the steady-state. However, the effect of
bandwidth variation on the steady-state pulsewidth is negligible.
The variation of the mode-locked pulsewidth with the SHG conversion efficiency is
highlighted in figure 4 with modulation depth of the active mode-locking element as

Table 1. System parameters for MLFD Ti:Sapphire

laser system.
Parameter

Numerical value

g
L

0"18
0"5m
197"2T Hz
56"2T Hz (Single plate)
13.8T Hz (Double plate)
3.45 T Hz (Three plate)
[62"0 + (18.3T Hz/Aft)] x 10- 2as2
160 MHz
Variable
Variable

AL
af,
D

f.
~ts
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Figure 2. Dependence of the mode-locked pulsewidth on the number of roundtrips inside an MLFD laser cavity for different SHG conversion efliciencies.
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Figure 3. Effect of tuning element bandwidth on the transient evolution of
mode-locked pulse inside an MLFD laser cavity.

a parameter. The starting values of all the three curves in this figure are almost
identical and correspond to the pure active mode-locking values which were predicted
earlier by Reddy and Tatum [28]. As pointed earlier the action of the AM modulator
is to compress the pulse while that of the SHG crystal is to broaden the pulse in each
transit. Hence it is seen from figure 4 that for a given modulation depth the pulsewidth
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Figure 4. Dependenceof the mode-lockedpulsewidthat steady-state on the SHG
conversion efficiencyfor differentmodulation depths of AM mode-locker.
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Figure 5. Dependence of the mode-locked pulsewidth at steady-state on the
modulation depth of the AM mode-locker for different SHG conversion
efficiencies.

increases rapidly with the increase of conversion efficiency and for a given conversion
efficiency the pulsewidth decreases with the increase of modulation depth.
The dependence of steady-state pulsewidth on modulation depth of the AM
modulator is shown in figure 5 where the curves are plotted for different SHG
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Figure 6. Transient evolution of mode-locked pulsewidth in an A M mode-locked
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Figure 7. Dependence of steady-state mode-locked puisewidth on the
modulation depth in an AM mode-locked broad-band laser for different
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conversion efficiencies. It is seen that the pulsewidth decreases with the increase of the
modulation depth and the pulsewidth variation is very sensitive to the changes in the
modulation depth for smaller values and becomes insensitive to changes at higher
modulation depth. Hence the pulse compression ability of the AM modulator remains
nearly constant beyond the modulation depth of ~ 1.
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As a final demonstration of the general nature of the present analysis the results of
Reddy and Tatum [28] are reproduced from the present analysis assuming zero SHG
conversion efficiency. The results are presented in figures 6 and 7. It is seen that the
number of round-trips required for the mode-locked pulsewidth to reach steady-state
value predicted in the present analysis is of the same order as predicted by Reddy and
Tatum [28]. Similarly, the variation of steady-state pulsewidth with the modulation
depth for different tuning element bandwidths is identical to the variations shown by
Reddy and Tatum [28].
4. Conclusions

Mode-locked broad-band solid state lasers have evolved as reliable sources of
picosecond laser pulses in the visible and near infrared regions. The extension of the
output wavelength of these lasers to the near ultraviolet region is achieved by
frequency doubling. A comprehensive analysis of the mode-locking phenomenon in
a mode-locked and internally frequency doubled broad-band laser system is presented
here. The analysis enables study of the mode-locked pulse evolution in the transient
and steady-state regimes, Pulse evolution studies in the transient regime has shown
that the pulsewidth approaches steady-state value within few microseconds. The time
taken to reach steady-state increases with the decrease of the second harmonic
conversion efficiency. The analysis predicts an order of magnitude increase in the
mode-locked pulsewidth due to the inclusion of intracavity second harmonic
generator. The dependence of the steady-state pulsewidth on the system parameters is
analysed in detail.
Although the results discussed in the present paper include only the width of the
mode-locked pulse, the equations given in the paper could be utilized to study the
pulsewidth-bandwidth product also. In addition, the present theory can be easily
extended for the FM mode-locking in broad-band lasers.
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